TREND REPORT

THE FUTURE OF
VENUE TECHNOLOGY

Uncover the hidden cultural trends shaping the spaces where thousands gather.

WHERE IS TECHNOLOGY GOING?

The way people
connect and engage is
changing.
Technology is both fueling and reacting to
the way we connect in groups.
And our clients are feeling the shift.
Arts organizations grapple to engage young
audiences. Sports venues are investing in
smartphone apps and esports to develop
next-generation fans. Universities are
striving to grow their student bases.
Churches are experimenting as they track
the decline in attendance by Millennials and
Gen Z.
Everyone knows technology is part of the
solution, but what? And how?
Decision makers are flooded with a host
of options as vendors bang on their doors
with the latest and greatest. The challenge
is that what is state-of-the-art today can
become obsolete in a matter of months,
and whole platforms can vanish—no matter
how popular they are in the moment.
Technology for venues is costly. How can
you make decisions in a way that aligns with
where it is all going?
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LIVING IN A MASSIVE CULTURE SHIFT

We’ve moved from a broadcast
world to a digital one.
Broadcast media travels one-way — from the camera
and the microphone outward. When it first came on the
scene, it was magic to audiences. Previously, the only
visual media was print. When audiences started to receive
moving pictures with dialogue in their home, things
changed.
Many cultural aspects to broadcast go largely unnoticed
by those of us who were raised with it. For example,
it is linear — like a script. Scale matters (think ratings).
Broadcast is produced at a certain level of quality. It is
released on a schedule. There is a director. And — most
importantly — the audience watches what others produce.
It is a passive medium for the viewer.
Nothing you do in your living room will affect the
broadcast.
Digital media — on the other hand — is non-linear. It
hyperlinks. Speed matters more than quality (think
bandwidth). You can access what you want anytime and
anywhere. You have the power to customize, comment,
hack, and modify.
While broadcast provides little control to audiences, in
the digital world, shared audience control is part of the
experience. From being able to set viewing preferences
to full-scale audience creation of content, it’s a different
world than broadcast.
Yet, today’s large-scale events evolved in a broadcast
world. To people raised on broadcast technology, bigger
is better. You will leave the big screen in your house to see
the giant one at a stadium.
The challenge is that the emerging culture is digital. The
more we engage with current technology, the less content
we are to be passive audiences. We want to be able to
affect what is happening. We don’t care how big the
screen is. We care that we can choose what we see. We
care that it responds to us.
This is a massive culture shift, and for those who don’t
notice it, the conversations are going to focus on the
symptoms of non-engagement rather than proactive
design that gives power to the audience to impact their
own experience.

1920
RADIO

The term mass media
is coined. Presentation
technology leaves theaters
and enters homes.

1950
TELEVISION

Commercially
available with four channels
broadcasting. Media consumption
becomes a part of daily life.

1994
NETSCAPE

The advent of the browser
makes the Internet usable.
Websites begin as passive
media and quickly develop
interactive capacity.

2013
RFID

Costs of RFID fall and
Disneyland implements
MagicBands to streamline
the visitor experience.

2017
AUGMENTED REALITY

Apple releases ARkit and
Google releases ARcore, freeing
augmented realty for any
camera-enabled app.
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WHAT TYPE OF ENGAGEMENT IS POSSIBLE?

The technology shift isn’t
about sophistication; it’s
about how much control it
gives the audience.
1.0 Presentation technology
With presentation technology, you lean back. Think
about sitting in a home media room kicked back in a
recliner as a large-screen HD television delivers your
favorite entertainment and surround sound makes you
feel truly immersed. It is broadcast heaven.
There is nothing for you to do except enjoy.
Venues have had this type of technology for a long
time. It’s the big screen. The audio system with
amazing coverage.
And while this makes the event enjoyable, it doesn’t
necessarily create engagement — especially as
expectations change for those raised in a digital world.
The strategy to date has been to take presentation
technology and just make it bigger. Larger screens.
Louder subbass. But at the end of the day, it’s just
more of the same: one-way technology that only
allows audiences to watch and listen.

2.0 Interactive technology
With interactive technology, you lean in.
Communication is multi-directional. Think about
participating in an event by sharing with your friends
via social media. You snap a picture, hashtag it, and
post to Instagram. It might show up on the big screen
at your favorite stadium or theater. And when it does,
you just affected the content in the venue.
You order food with your mobile app. It’s a dialogue
of sorts. You put something out there. The venue
responds.
This is relatively new for venues and what is possible
is only just now being explored. For example, it is
possible for a beacon to track your position in a venue,
then as you near a team store let you know it’s been a
year since you purchased a jersey. It can prompt a sale
by offering a coupon for this year’s design.
There is research into allowing fans to capture live
content on their iPhones which would feed directly
into a stadium instant replay system. Theoretically, you
could have 80,000 angles of a single play for replay.
This new exploration with technology is creating
deeper engagement because the event is no longer
a monologue. Individuals can interact with the venue
and with each other. It connects people more deeply
to the experience.
But you know what you can’t do with 2.0 technology?
You can’t yet make it personal to you.
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3.0 User-defined experience
If presentation technology requires you to lean back,
and interactive technology allows you to lean in, the
third level — a user-defined experience — invites you
to create your own experience.
What is possible when you can fully interact with an
event or a venue? What happens if, when you give
feedback, the environment itself responds?
This is where the technology is going.
3.0 technology will give you the power to customize
while still being part of a group. You will share your
data so that the experience becomes personal to you.
Ultimately, it will allow groups to work together to
create something collaborative in real-time.

What this means for venues…
Those of us raised in a broadcast world understand
passive consumption of media. We hung out on our
living room rugs on Saturday mornings and watched
cartoons while eating cereal. But the longer we hang
out in the digital world, the less satisfying passive
consumption becomes.
This isn’t just a generational thing. This is for everyone
using the technology.
As technology continues to evolve, we lose
separation between what is media and what is brickand-mortar. For venue owners and designers, this
makes technology and media as much a part of the
conversation as parking lots and concourses.

“The next big innovation isn’t just IoT and wearables;
it’s a new class of data. What happens in a world
where sensors are just integrated into our lives? A click
no longer has the same weight that it used to. This
isn’t science fiction. We are already seeing glimmers of
this.”
Rana June, CEO, Lightwave
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WHERE IS TECHNOLOGY GOING?

What this looks like now, and where it is going.
The technology shift is about how attendees engage with the technology. This engagement is moving on a
clear trajectory from presentation, to interaction, to creating a user-defined experience.
We have had presentational technology since the first microphone. The digital world launched interactive
technology. But the technology that’s just on the horizon? That’s about users being able to define their own
experiences and create something together. Here’s what these levels of technology look like right now:

1.0

PRESENTATION TECHNOLOGY IS A MAINSTAY OF THE ATTENTION ECONOMY.

Presentation technology facilitates one-way communication. It’s about video screens and audio systems that
send a message from a stage outward. We’ve had presentation technology since the early days of broadcast,
but the digital world is giving it more wow factor—which matters in the attention economy.
LED Screens: Climate Pledge Arena
Climate Pledge Arena integrates LED
into the architecture. The screens are
used as part of the show to create
ambiance and generate revenue
through advertisements .

Image Mapping Projection: Sydney
Opera House
Projection mapping allows venues to
splash imagery onto the side of the
building. The iconic sails of the Sydney
Opera House have become a living
mural of creative visual effects.
		

Robyn Jay
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3D Projection: Cleveland Cavaliers Pregame
Show
Quince Imaging and the Cleveland Cavaliers
wowed fans with their 2014 pregame show
which seemingly made the court break apart
and morph before fans’ eyes. Since that time,
3D projection has been used at a variety of
events, creating a magical experience for fans.

Quince Imaging

Video Mesh: T Mobile Arena, Las Vegas
9,000 sf of video mesh covers T Mobile Arena
in Las Vegas, allowing them to promote
upcoming events and promote sponsoring
companies.
		

Tomas Del Coro

Flexible and Transparent OLED Displays
OLED can be fabricated in curved screens with
a transparency similar to that of lightly tinted
glass. OLEDs typically have a greater contrast
ratio and wider viewing angle compared to
other display technologies because OLED
pixels emit light directly. They can also
provide a deeper black level, since a black
OLED display emits no light.
		

LG

LED Walls: Salesforce, San Francisco
Lobby spaces give companies the opportunity
to make a statement about who they are. Many
companies have integrated LED walls into their
flagship spaces to allow them to change the
environment and create anticipation as people
enter the space.
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2.0

INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY SPARKS REAL ENGAGEMENT.

Interactive technology facilitates back-and-forth connection. It invites people to engage. We started engaging
together online through browsers back in 1994. Being able to comment, hyperlink, hack, and modify, slowly
made us dissatisfied with a passive experience.
Venues have started bringing the interactive characteristics of the digital world inside the venue.

Handheld Apps: Levi’s® Stadium
Most teams are talking about how to increase 3rd screen
experiences. As emerging technology solves latency and
bandwidth issues, this will expand quickly. VenueNext
created the app at Levi’s Stadium which can guide people
from the parking lot to their seats, provide replays, and
allow people to order food and drink from their seats.
EaseLive creates applications that puts stats and text
overlays on top of 3rd screen experiences. Dodger fans
can use the Appetize integration to Postmates to order
food and beverage for pickup throughout the park. Intel
True View at United Center offers full DVR playback of
every angle, slow motion, zoom in, change of view—all
via your device.
Networks with Low Latency: New World Center, Miami, FL
The result of collaboration between co-founder Michael Tilson Thomas and legendary architect, Frank Gehry,
the New World Center was designed from the beginning to connect performers and audiences beyond its
walls. High bandwidth, low latency Internet2 infrastructure allows an orchestra in Miami to connect with a
composer in Spain. It hosts live webcasts for attendees around the world, brings in virtual participants, and
projects events to SoundScape park, just outside of its doors. When a musician plays a note in Miami, a master
teacher can hear it in Brussels without delay.
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Claudia Uribe

Voice Lift Systems with Media and Show Control: Klarman Hall at Harvard Business School
Klarman Hall is an intimate forum designed to connect voices from all over the world to discuss critical issues.
The room is equipped to function as a large-scale conference center and a performance hall, but the real magic
is in how it creates connections between people--both in-person and virtual participants.
Harvard’s case method approach requires a different design from traditional lecture-style classrooms. Students
need to be able to see each other and have the ability to speak to the room―from where they are seated. This
bidirectional communication from anywhere in the room breaks the one-way paradigm of most auditoria. The
sound systems allow for presentation while a separate voice lift audio system supports the students’ interaction
in the hall. The oversized multimedia screen supports concurrent media presentations empowering a variety of
ideas to be expressed at once, and additional screens and microphones support hybrid events.
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Interactive Projection: Golisano Children’s
Hospital of Southwest Florida
Interactive projection reacts when someone
steps onto or touches it, making it a popular
feature for children’s spaces including schools,
pediatric waiting rooms, and worship centers.
The 11 GestureTekFX interactive projections
at Golisano Children’s Hospital react to any
movements within the display area.

Golisano Children’s Hospital

Sensors: Studio Drift’s Meadow
Meadow is an upside down landscape that
reacts to visitors. As visitors draw near,
the flowers bloom—but this isn’t simple
animatronics. Integrated sensors translate the
presence of visitors into different “moods,”
with each blossom mixing the light color and
the gradient color of the fabric to create an
experience of a botanical creature ignited by
the viewer.
StudioDrift

Control Systems: Mood Rooms,
NH Hotel Group
Philips RoomFlex integrates lighting with
sensors along with third-party apps for HVAC,
curtains, and room booking software. Using
just one control panel, guests are asked,
“What are you in the mood for?” Their answer,
whether for resting, working, exercising,
meditating, or getting ready to go out,
transforms the look and sound of the space.

Signify

Digital Media Servers and Real-time
Content: Toyota Stadium
Systems that pull user-created, real-time
content onto a screen shift the conversation
from a one-way broadcast outward to a
dialog at scale. Apps like Tagboard, Inception,
Snapcastr, and Postano make it possible for
video display operators to pull in audiencegenerated content in real time.
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3.0

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY GIVES US THE ABILITY TO DEFINE OUR OWN EXPERIENCE

The digital world has fundamentally changed how things get done. Coordination for entertainment can happen
at a large scale (which initially resulted in flash mobs breaking into song and dance.) This ability to coordinate
in real-time at scale will allow attendees to not only be able to interact with the venue, but to actually co-create
something with it.
The key driver that moves technology from supporting interaction to fueling co-creation is the ability to
capture and share data at scale and in real-time.
Personal Instant Replays for Live Fans
Baylor University used Yinzcam at
McLane Football Stadium which
encoded 8 different camera angles
enabling premium ticket holders to
choose their view. Baylor also allows
DVR via the stadium app (and in the
suites) so that fans can scroll back and
see their own replay.

Social Media Campaigns to Build a Fan Base
Aside from quarantine, LAFC has sold out every home game at Banc of California stadium since their debut in
2018. But they started building their base long before that opening via social media. For LAFC, it wasn’t just
about broadcasting content, they took a data-centric approach to react and build on what fans responded to.
Even the teams’ colors were chosen by the fans via a social media campaign. LAFC takes co-creation with their
fans seriously.
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Standing Room Only Watch Parties
A recent trend is using technology to create SRO (standing room only) seats. Fans can choose an alternate—
and often more affordable experience--choosing to stand at a drink rail rather than sitting in a seat. It’s a
watching party, but near the action. Q2 Stadium has two clubs that use technology to create the watching
party for Austin FC fans; and the Buffalo Wild Wings club at US Bank stadium uses rear projection to create
“digital windows” with three 20’ long fixed projector views of the field.
Facial Recognition Technology
Facial recognition technology is beginning to cut down time
in lines and streamline access for fans, create a seamless
VIP experience, simplify retail operations with face-pay, and
personalize experiences.
Venues such as Madison Square Garden have run trials with
facial recognition software for security, and the Golden 1
Center uses it to allow players and staff to enter the practice
facility. Many venues are running trials using the technology
to create an improved experience.
The thing about facial recognition technology is the way it
tailors your experience. It allows individual customization at
scale.
Biometric Sensors: #FeelWimbleton
Jaguar hired Lightwave—a pioneer in biometric wristbands—to turn one of the quietest sporting events into
a reason to get the world talking. By installing ambient sensors throughout the Wimbledon grounds and
deploying wearables onto spectators, they quantified what it felt like to experience the championships. The
Lightwave activation won Jaguar the highest social share of voice of any brand throughout the tournament
and gave fans the ability to see their shared emotional experience.
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Gamification and Augmented Reality: FC Barcelona
Augmented reality can shift audiences and fans from
being in their seats to being on the field or in the
spotlight. The result is that FC Barcelona fans can
experience what players go through as they walk
through the Camp Nou tunnel to the field, or feel what
it’s like to be in the spotlight at a press conference as
they create videos of themselves as if they were the
latest signing for the storied team.
The app also uses gamification levers to allow fans to
compete for rank and prizes as they guess the match
results, Man of the Match, and make other predictions.
Crowd Sourcing: Formula E Fanboost
Formula E, officially the ABB FIA Formula E Championship, is a class of auto racing that uses only electricpowered cars. Teams are in identically set-up, electric battery-powered race cars.
Formula E lets fans play an active role in influencing the outcome of the race. FANBOOST gives fans the
opportunity to vote for their favorite driver and award them an extra boost of power during the second half of
the race. The fans impact the outcomes.
AI for Venues is Truly Emergent
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is technology that performs
tasks that normally require human intelligence and is
able to learn and improve over time. AI is currently
used to power chatbots that respond in venue apps,
automated journalism in media coverage, and for
training of athletes and performers in conjunction with
wearable tech.
But AI for venues in the future may influence, not
only the audience experience, but also the events
themselves.
Adam Grossman, CEO of Block Six Analytics, shares the
story of Google’s Deep Mind beating South Korean Go
player, Lee Sedol, through AI. He then compares it to
the analysis the MLB Pittsburg Pirates did to take the
counter-intuitive move to shift their infielders to break
a 20-year losing streak.
What happens to our performances and sporting
events when coaches, players, and performers have
access to big data processed by intelligence faster
than our own? What would the impact be on the
event?
What will large groups of people be able to create
together then?
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PEOPLE LEADING THE CONVERSATION

What we are hearing in
the industry
“We are living through unprecedented times with the
convergence of sports and new technologies. Understanding
these seismic changes is essential to survival as new products
and business models emerge that fundamentally shift the old
way of doing business. The sports industry is changing, and it’s
changing fast. If you don’t keep up, you will fall behind.”
-Angela Ruggiero, CEO, Sports Innovation Lab
“The Internet of Things (IoT) is about machine-to-machine
communication. We need to take control of the data to
transform it into information that humans can use to make
better decisions. We can do this by integrating people, process,
data, and technology and by leveraging analytics, automation,
and AI. This takes us from machine communications, to
machine-to-human, then to human-to-human—which is in a
large part what professional AV delivers.” - Gary Hall, Director
of Federal Strategy, Operations and Cloud, Cisco Systems

“The technology shift isn’t about sophistication; it’s about how
much control it gives the audience.” - Craig Janssen, Managing
Director, Idibri

“When the way people communicate changes, the way they
think changes, and then culture changes. It’s culture that drives
how we do things.” - Rex Miller, President, Mindshift

“AV experiences have become ubiquitous, and they’ve come
to include so many more technologies, and touch so many
more personal and professional lives.” - David Labuskes, Chief
Executive Officer of AVIXA

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

You don’t have to do
this alone.
Idibri can help you make technology
decisions and achieve design solutions that
create the engagement your venue needs
to be economically viable for the long term.
You don’t have to guess or feel anxious,
wondering if something will work.
Idibri works with venue owners and
architects to design the technologies for
presentation, interaction, and user-defined
experiences.
Want to continue the conversation? Reach
out to connect@idibri.com.

Idibri specializes in improving human engagement within the built environment. A multidisciplinary
team in technology, theatre planning and acoustics, we work closely with design teams to create environments that spark communication and connection. We are experts in creating connection at scale,
serving auditoria, stadia, and arenas.
connect@idibri.com | 972.239.1505 | idibri.com

